Olsbergs Hydraulics and Olsbergs Foundry in Eksjö
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Olsbergs Electronics in Vallentuna

Skilled foundrymen proudly pose in front of OLSBERGS FOUNDRY at the beginning of the 1920's.

Olsbergs,

a family owned company with traditions.
In 1906, in the industrial community of Bruzaholm, with a
foundry tradition dating from the 1600's, Emil Henriksson
started a foundry on site of a small croft called OLSBERG.
Emil manufactured a diverse range of cast goods, such
as ovens, water troughs and pumps for the needs of the
surrounding district. Since then, the casting tradition has
been passed down through the family and through the
years the products have been developed and become
ever more sophisticated.
Choice of niche decided the future
In 1960 Göran Henriksson took over the foundry from his
father. Göran soon saw the need for specialisation if the
company was to survive. His choice of niche became the
shell moulding process, a method that made it possible to
produce castings with complicated designs.

New modern foundry was inaugurated in 2012 to secure supply of high quality valve housings in monoblock design.

Own valve design

Sophisticated control electronics

New goals

Göran quickly realised that there was a need on the market
for an improved hydraulic valve. In the foundry's workshop
the first prototype "Olsbergs valve" was made. Its good
control characteristics and low energy consumption were
superior to existing designs.

Control electronics for hydraulic valves have become
increasingly sophisticated throughout the years.
Nowadays, machine operators control their hydraulic
machines by using Olsbergs radio controls.

Today, a new generation of the Henriksson family is
managing the company and a new generation of Olsbergs
control system are on the market. Now the goal is to prioritise volume growth, keeping the technical head start.

Four laborious years
In 1976 Olsbergs Hydraulics AB was founded in Eksjö
where the most advanced machine tools were installed.
The valve was further developed and supplemented with
proportional solenoids and control electronics. At the
same time, this design was patented in Europe and North
America. The development from prototype to finished
product and its introduction to the market and machine
manufacturing companies would take four years. In 1980,
a delivery agreement with the world's largest crane
manufacturer was signed.

The move towards the hydraulic industry wasn't much further, as the complicated channel system required for
producing valve castings demanded the precision that the
shell moulding process allowed. Already in 1963, contact
was made with a manufacturer of hydraulic valves.
By the beginning of the 1970's, the foundry's speciality was
known beyond the country's borders and the majority of its
production was exported to Europe and the USA.

The sister company Olsbergs Electronics was established
in Vallentuna in 1996 and has created an extra resource
within development and the production of electronics.
Control of the whole production chain
Today, Olsbergs is a leading producer of electro hydraulic
remote control systems. The control system has a wide
application in, for example, truck cranes and forestry
machinery. The company controls the whole production
chain from complicated castings, hydraulics and
electronics to radio technology.
System users in over 50 countries
Today, 95 per cent of the products of Olsbergs are
exported, directly or indirectly, to over 50 countries.
Product development and investments in modern
machines for automation of the production are musts
in a global competitive market.

An early best-seller.

Shell moulding method - for precision castings with complicate
designs. Makes the inside channels as perfect as the outside.

Quality
The great strength and excellent hydraulic properties
of the Olsbergs valves lies
in the precision casting.

The quality of the material is
guaranteed by the melting
process, in which the valve
block is cast at +1350° C.

Early

Patent

Olsbergs development and design in load
sensing valves, supplemented with proportional electro hydraulic solenoids and
control electronics, has resulted in
a number of different patents.
The drawings below shows early patents
from the beginning of 1970.

Hydraulics

The company Olsbergs Hydraulics has
at its disposal state-of-the-art premises
situated on the eastern industrial estate
in Eksjö.
Olsbergs has a unique competence
in relationship to its size.

Hi-tech

process
To a great extent, our components
are produced around the clock by
very advanced, robot equipped
manufacturing machines.
The in-house relation between
our foundry and the machining
centers gives us great
advantages in the machining
process.

Automatic

loading

and reloading of our multi-spindle machinery
gives us high efficiency in the production lines.
The production process is supervised and
carefully checked during the daytime.
The machines continue to work unmanned
when we go home at the end of the day.

Precision

All components, such as spools, cartridges etc. that make up the finished
products, are machined by the highest precision machines.
We put high demands on the quality in all parts of our production and final
testings in order to achieve high-end quality in all our products.
It is important for us to have full control in every step of the manufacturing process.

Tough valves in Monoblock design,
with load sensing and pressure compensated technology and durability for high pressure.
Highest quality in every detail secures reliability and long product life time.
Integrated functions for compact and efficient system solutions.
Easy to install and take into production.
Electro-hydraulic positioners with mechanical feedback guarantee high precision and
excellent remote control capabilities.

Valve Q200

Display controller
Olsbergs display controller has a modular design and a
built in worldwide radio.
The operator is the one who takes the decisions about
the control system and it has to respond and react
exactly as he expect.
Olsbergs two-way communication with a patented
display system also gives the operator valuable
information about his system and machine.

Valve Q300,
is well prepared for demanding applications
such as forestry cranes.
The Q300 valve is a very compact and
strong valve with high capacity.
Together with the unique servosystem the
system has a high reliability, which is an
absolute must in most applications.

Road show

An important part of our business
includes exhibitions, training and technical
support for our clients and partners.
With our DEMO-trailer, we are able to visit
you as a customer and arrange demonstrations as well as theoretical and practical
courses.

Theoretical walk-through. Our training programmes provide a technical exchange, which
is just as important for us as for our customer.

Practical exercises. Simulations and test-drives
of Olsbergs digital control systems.

Crane operating. Course participants are given
the opportunity to test all the system functions
and features.

Quality design will last forever!
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